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No  Data  Euphemism 

 

Type Intrepetation 

1.  We, in goverenment, talk too much, act 

too littlr, and  too slow. I recall saying 
that before the Congressional hearing 

when i was Myor Davao City. I say that 

again  to emphasizw how little we have 
changed since then. We are long on 

rethorics but short on accomplishments. 

(line 54) 

 

Metaphor The implied meaning of this 

statement is a lack of 
action. This statement refers 

to the government and the 

people in that country. 
furthermore, the president 

tries to offense the 

government, and hopefully, 

all of the programs that had 
been made will be run well. 



2.  I am aware that we still have a long way 
to go in our fight against this social 

menace. Let the reason why I advocate 

the imposition of the death penalty for 

crimes related to illegal drugs. Our 
citizens have begun to do their part in 

the war against drugs, and through the 

barangay formation of anti-drug 
councils, and also actually surrendering 

bricks of cocaine found floating in the 

sea into our islands. I call this 

responsibility.However, the drugs will 
not be crushed unless we continue to 

eliminate corruption that allows this 

social monster to survive. 
(line 19) 

 

Metaphor The literal meaning of 
"Social monster" is a 

monster that is in our 

environment, in our society, 

and in around us. But in 
fact, what kind of social 

monster is that ?. this social 

monster is the drugs. The 
president changes the 

"drugs" word to become a 

"social monster". It is 

means the drugs are like a 
monster, which is people 

connoted the monster is 

always spooky, bad, and 
many more. On the other 

side, this monster triggered 

the user addicted. 
Aftermath makes the drugs 

more sinister than monsters. 

3 It has been three years since I took my 

oath of office, and it pains me to say that 

we have not learned our lesson. The 
illegal drug problem persists. Corruption 

continues and emasculates the courage. 

we need to sustain our moral recovery 
initiatives. 

 (line 12) 

Metaphor (ontological) Emasculate word for the 

literal meaning is the act of 

castration that do surgical 
procedures or using 

chemicals.  In this case, a 

non-literal meaning is a 
numb courage. The 

president uses the 

“emasculate” word that 

refers to the numb feeling 
of people in Filipino. 

Nevertheless, it is means  

do not have the courage or 
called a coward. 

4  Years ago, we saw the terrible 

devastation caused by illegal drugs. On 
May 23, 2017, our law enforcers 

launched an operation to serve a warrant 

and to neutralize terrorists. A group of 

armed men with sophisticated weaponry 
and aided by locals radicalized by 

Litotes  Neutralize is to take any 

action, it is meant to kill, to 
render harmless. In this 

case “neutralize” is refers to 

terrorists. Which is the 

president wants to 
command the law enforcer 



extremist dogma and teachings fought 
our troops for weeks. During that 

Marawi Siege, tons of shabu worth 

millions and millions of pesos. Drug 

money killed 175 and wounded [2,101] 
of my soldiers and policemen in that 

five-month battle. (line 13) 

to kill the terrorist use that 
word, it aims to muffle 

unconditionally situation 

which is the situation is 

unsafe, unconditionally, and 
screwed up.  

 

5.  Let me repeat what I said many times 

before. Honestly, I have identified the 
enemy who dumped us into this 

quagmire we are in. I have met the 

enemy face-to-face and sadly, the enemy 
is “us.” We are our own tormentors --- 

addressing the Filipino people --- we are 

our own demons; we are as rapacious 
predators preying on the helpless, the 

weak and the voiceless. (line 187) 

 

Litotes  

 

From that statemnt when 

the presidents said, “the 
enemy is us”, means the 

enemy is officials of that 

country. The statement is 
quip the officials. Because 

from those statement the 

president want to remind 
the officials how to treat the 

filipino people. 

6  For decades, our Muslim brothers in the 
ARMM have been mired in poverty. My 

late Muslim brother, MinDA Chair 

Abdul Khayr Alonto, envisioned a 
progressive, peaceful, and united 

Mindanao during our lifetime. It is my 

hope that the Bangsamoro Transition 

will fast-track the establishment of 
regional government that will secure and 

comfortable life for Muslim brothers 

and sisters, and all indigenous 
communities in the Bangsamoro 

Regions. 

(160) 

Litotes  
 

This statement conveyed 
with mired in poverty. 

Poverty means poorness. 

And it refers to the people 
in the country. In this 

statement, the president 

tries to say the poorness one 

becomes more polite to 
choose that word. the polite 

expression conveyed by the 

president is aiming to keep 
the situation in peace 

therefore it is not offensive 

to the people that had been 
in mired poverty. Thus the 

president keep the country.   

7. A group of armed men with 

sophisticated weaponry and aided by 
locals radicalized by extrimist dogma 

and teavhings fought our troops for 

weeks. 
 

Litotes  The meaning of the 

statement is annihilated 
weaponry that capable to 

kill the people easily. But in 

fact, The President uses the 
“sophisticated” word that 

aims to make it good for the 

hearer. From that statement, 

The President does not 
make the people in that 

country afraid of that 

weapon but President hopes 
that the people are alert and 

careful. 

8. By the way, I commend the Bureau of 

Investigation for its handling of high 
profile cases resulting in the arrest and 

prosecution of criminals. These culprits 

will have their day of reckoning in court. 
I hope it happens during the last three 

Litotes  From this statement, The 

culprits mean “ criminals”  
that connected with a 

negative attitude. Besides 

the next sentence means 
judgment day. the implied 



years of my term. (Line 33)   meaning of this statement is 
criminal act would get the 

bad things or judgment day, 

and followed by the 

punishments. 

9. But I made it a national policy because 

you know when I was new mayor, I 

went around to see the discos and night 

clubs. I could hardly see the faces of the 
people inside. You have to wade into a 

thick smoke to just recognize one. 

So that's when I decided. But I was still 
smoking. But I decided because I knew, 

I already had it. So it's time to --- sabi ko 

(i said) . And a national law, para lahat 
na( for all that thing), that at 12 o' clock, 

everything closes. 

I am not trying to pull a chair here. Mine 

was that two o'clock noon sa Davao, it 
was two then reduced it to. 

(line 347) 

 

Litotes The statement means the 

president doesn't want to 

take the power, the position, 

and the things that are well 
known as selfish. However, 

the president prefers to 

deliver a statement with a 
figurative language. 

Furthermore, it aims to 

make the situation calm and 
warm. Aftermath, the 

statement is trying to 

emphasize the national 

policy for common good. 

10 There are already guided missiles in that 

island. And the fastest that they have 

installed there can reach Manila in seven 

minutes. 
(line 266)   

 

Litotes.   From the statement, the 

president wants to say  

Manila destroyed by the 

missiles. The word "can 
reach manila" is the right 

word to say that at the 

conference. It is a proper 
statement that can avoid 

war with China. In this 

conference  discussion 
about Panganiban island 

11.  That is why, I implore those who occupy 

positions of power and authority, to let 

your deeds and accomplishments do the 
talking. Lead by example. Words ring 

hollow when not followed by positive 

and prioritized action. 
(line 59)   

 

Personification The meaning of this word is 

to give the sense of being 

false and not genuine.  
It is eventually to show that 

the officials are lack of 

action. President expects for 
the officials and  

the government that they do 

more positive action. 

12. Let me begin by extending my hand in 
gratitude to all who kept faith with me in 

our most trying times. 

 
 

 

 

 

Idiom  From that statement, The 
President wants all of the 

people in that room to have 

open-minded. He also tries 
to make the situation 

warmer like meet the old 

friend. This is the way The 

President tries to amicable 
to the people in that country 

that are still struggling 

together with The President. 
For that expressions, The 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President has the 
opportunity to convey each 

statement with the open-

mindedness, that can be 

accepted to the audience. 

  

 

   


